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Abstract- This paper presents an analysis of increased
diversity in genetic programming. A selection strategy
based on genetic lineages is used to increase genetic diversity. A genetic lineage is defined as the path from an
individual to individuals which were created from its genetic material. The method is applied to three problem
domains: Artificial Ant, Even-5-Parity and symbolic regression of the Binomial-3 function. We examine how increased diversity affects problems differently and draw
conclusions about the types of diversity which are more
important for each problem. Results indicate that diversity in the Ant problem helps to overcome deception,
while elitism in combination with diversity is likely to
benefit the Parity and regression problems.

1 Introduction
Is increased diversity in genetic programming beneficial to
performance? The motivation behind evolutionary algorithms (Darwin’s theory of natural selection) would certainly suggest so. But nature is not necessarily about optimisation, while evolutionary computation generally focuses
on optimisation problems. A compromise in these objectives can be seen in the typical two-phase behaviour of evolutionary algorithms. The first phase of the process explores
for good solutions, while the second phase exploits the better solutions. In which phase is diversity more important? A
loss of diversity during exploration would represent a poor
global search, while high amounts of diversity could later
prevent a thorough exploitation phase. Both phases appear
to require different diversity, and referring to the general
loss of diversity would seem problematic. Additionally, in
a complex representation such as genetic programming, in
what sense should diversity be defined: the space of possible parse trees representing programs, the actual amount
of different elements which define programs, or the fitness
values attached to programs?
Our previous research suggests that the measures which
are used to control and describe diversity are often conflicting and do not necessarily correlate well with fitness improvement [2, 3]. To better understand the effects diversity
has on performance, we have used a simple method based
on genetic lineages to increase the genetic diversity of populations. We add no elitism, size, shape or content bias to
an otherwise standard framework. Three problem domains

are investigated and compared with previous research to understand why increasing diversity is beneficial on some but
not others.
1.1 Previous Work
One of the main challenges in genetic programming is preventing the system from getting stuck in local optima. An
often cited cause is the loss of diversity and convergence
within the population [15, 20, 2]. Diversity has been measured as genetic variety [12], edit distances between trees
[22, 6, 5, 3], unique subtrees [11], initial genetic material
[20], and the entropy of a population [27]. These measures
identify different aspects of a population’s structure and behavioural properties that might cause convergence and eventual fitness stagnation. However, diversity measures can imply different objectives and do not necessarily correlate well
with fitness [2, 3].
Convergence (the population-wide loss of diversity) was
suggested to mark the beginning of a local search phase in
genetic programming [8, 26]. In typical genetic programming systems, the size of genetic material exchanged during recombination becomes smaller and more concentrated
to similar locations. The exchanges of genetic material in
these areas represent a local search as they are less likely to
be detrimental to fitness and modify only a small part of the
overall structure [10, 17, 26] (assuming a correlated landscape).
The quick loss of diversity followed by small improvements to a genetically similar population has been likened
to blind random search [8, 20] where genetic programming will “behave like a set of parallel stochastic hillclimbers”[26]. With added elitism or over-selection of similar individuals, the algorithm begins to look more like a
‘hill-climbing’ method. However, it is a loose metaphor
used here to help explain why increasing diversity can cause
different behaviour on different problems. Early convergence, however, is the likely cause of large performance
variance across runs as it is makes the population more susceptible to local optima that can vary widely [20].
Genetic programming was compared with hill-climbing
methods using similar representations and operators [24,
23, 15, 13]. Some problems, Artificial Ant for instance,
were often solved better using genetic programming. On
other problems, such as Multiplexer, hill-climbing methods
performed considerably better than genetic programming.

While we use a metaphor of hill-climbing to describe a type
of genetic programming search, it is clearly not the case that
standard genetic programming is only hill-climbing.
Many problem and representation specific methods have
been used to improve diversity. Hamming distances between individuals were used to select diverse crossover partners in a genetic algorithm [7]. The distance between trees
was used to define a homologous crossover for genetic programming [14]. Crossover partners were selected in the
Pygmie algorithm from lists based on fitness and size separately [29]. Edit distances were used in a multi-objective
method [5], with fitness sharing [6], and in a linear representation to first select for fitness and then diversity [1]. Fitness sharing and negative correlation learning were studied
as ways to improve diversity [19], and a selection method
that is uniform over the fitness values [9] was suggested as
an alternative way to preserve diversity. Island models, or
demes, are commonly suggested as ways to improve diversity [20, 12], but are typically used for easy parallelisation
of the algorithm.
While some methods of diversity show improvement of
fitness, they typically add elitism, suffer from additional
computation and address a problem which is not clearly
defined or understood. How does one know what type of
diversity is needed and how much of it is necessary for different problems? As stated by Ryan [29], “...what is needed
is a method which does not attempt to explicitly measure
genetic differences, for this leads to much difficulty when
defining exactly what constitutes difference”. We would
add that it is also difficult to understand why a problem
would benefit from different types and levels of diversity.

abundance of dissimilar partial solutions which may draw
the attention of the algorithm but not allow improvement.
However, we show that in problems where low diversity encourages code growth or the culling of contextual shifting
nodes, increasing diversity can be counter to improving fitness. The method we present, lineage selection, is interesting in its own right. It is efficient and serves to focus the
search more evenly across the diversity present in the initial
population, while still allowing exploitation to emerge and
a high level of fitness to be achieved.

2 Methods
We present a method of lineage selection which is based on
the definition and tracking of genetic lineages.
2.1 Genetic Lineages
In this study we will focus on the standard form of genetic
programming with a variable length tree representation of
S-expressions, using standard subtree crossover for recombination. In crossover, one of the two chosen parents serves
as the root parent, which provides the root portion of the
tree and receives a subtree from the other parent. A genetic
lineage is defined as the connection from the root parent to
those individuals which were created, via crossover, from
that individual. McPhee and Hopper [20] show how enroot−parent
non−root−parent
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1.2 About this Paper
We address the loss of diversity in genetic programming
with a simple technique to redirect selection pressure from
the fit to the fit and diverse. The technique does not require us to actually measure diversity, but it significantly
changes populations during the evolutionary process. We
are not interested in a general method to improve fitness or
diversity, but rather to demonstrate that increasing diversity
can lead to dramatic changes in the search ability of genetic
programming. Population convergence and increased selection pressure of similar individuals creates a ‘hill-climbing’
atmosphere which, when disturbed, can improve or worsen
fitness, depending on the problem. We do not propose that
one method (genetic programming or hill-climbing) is better than the other. Instead, we intend to use the similarities
between methods to explain the effects of changing diversity.
In this paper we show that increasing the genetic diversity of populations can be effective in avoiding local optima
in problems that are deceptive. By deceptive, we mean the
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Figure 1: An example of three individuals undergoing recombination, where after the second application of
crossover all three are descendants from the same individual
and represent the same genetic lineage.
tire populations quickly loose genetic lineages and soon descend from one individual. This is critical because genetic
lineages, defined in context with crossover, tend to share
common root shapes and contents [28, 15, 26]. Thus, they
allow us to approximate the loss of genetic diversity and

convergence without expensive measures. We then improve
diversity by slowing the loss of genetic lineages. Fig. 1 is an
example of the loss lineages. Three individuals (     )
produce offspring (      ) via crossover. The root parent
is denoted with a solid arrow. After another generation, the
three new individuals all belong to the same genetic lineage,
 .
2.2 Lineage Selection
Lineage selection is implemented as an additional step to
bias selection toward different lineages from the initial population. To perform selection, we place individuals into
groups based on common genetic lineages. Tournament selection picks individuals by first picking a random genetic
lineage and then a random individual from within that lineage. A tournament is held between these random individuals. Each genetic lineage has an equal change of contributing an individual to each tournament. We introduce
no elitism, or no direct measure of size, shape, content, or
fitness. The aim of lineage selection is to maintain diversity, where the population contains good individuals that are
not just diverse. This additional step to tournament is an
inexpensive operation that can be done at each generation
by maintaining a similar tag between root-parents and children. It is even more efficient to simply keep individuals in
groups based on their genetic lineage from the initial generation. The following measures of diversity characterise
populations according to genetic differences and behaviour.
2.3 Entropy and Edit Distance
The phenotypic entropy is defined as the distribution of the
proportion of the population with the same fitness value
[27], (also investigated in [2, 3]). Specifically, entropy is
defined as   log  , where   is the proportion of
the population with the same fitness value. Higher entropy
values represent more chaos of the system, where chaos
refers to more unique elements with fewer copies in the
population. An increase of entropy means the population
is either acquiring new fitness values or spreading out the
members more uniformly over existing values. An important side-effect of entropy is that it also describes an emergent change of the selection pressure. Higher entropy populations will allow selection to distinguish between members better, while lower entropy populations make selection
more random by grouping many different individuals into
the same fitness classes (and is a focus of our current research).
We will use two measures of distance within the population. Both measures compare every member in the population to the current most fit member, before dividing by the
population size. The first edit distance is found by bringing two trees to the same structure - filling either tree with

null nodes. The distance between two nodes is 1 if they
are not equal and 0 if they are equal. The distance between two trees is the summation of the distance between
their nodes, normalised by dividing by the smaller tree [5].
The second edit distance divides the total distance (defined
above) within the same depth by an increasing weight. The
distance between two trees is then the total distance within
each depth, placing more weight on distances near the root
of the trees. The same distances were studied previously [3],
the second was adapted from a similar distance measure [6]
and both are similar to previous ones in the literature [22].

3 Experimental Results
To explore the effectiveness of this strategy, we examine
three different problem domains with two experiments: a
control experiment with tournament selection and an experiment which employs lineage selection. The three problems chosen for the experimental study are Artificial Ant
on the Sante Fe Trail, Even-5-Parity and symbolic regression of the Binomial-3 function. These problems and
algorithmic parameters are commonly used in numerous
theoretical studies of genetic programming and diversity
[25, 15, 2, 3, 20, 13]. The Ant problem attempts to pick
up 89 food pellets on a grid with the functions if-foodahead, prog2n  and the terminals left, right, move  . The
Parity problem attempts to classify all   combinations
of

5-bit length strings of 1,0  with the functions and, or,
nand  and five boolean terminals. The Binomial-3 regression
problem [4] attempts to approximate
the function
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/102354 , where division is protected and returns 1.0
if the denominator is extremely small.
Other parameters are as follows: a generational algorithm for 101 generations, a population size of 500, maximum depth of 10, initial maximum depth of 4 for RampedHalf-n-Half tree generation, internal node selection for
crossover of 90%, and tournament size of 4 for selection.
The objective of each problem is the minimisation of missed
pellets (Ant), wrongly classified bit-strings (Parity) and the
mean squared error from the Binomial-3 function. One hundred runs were performed for each experiment in the ECJ
[16] framework.
Fig. 2 shows the behaviour of the system for the control and lineage experiments. Mean run values are plotted
here, but final generation statistics1 are also reported in Table 1. Note that only the Ant problem had an improvement
in fitness with lineage selection, and all problems had a significant decrease in size and increase in edit distances using
1 Significance testing was done using the Student’s T-test at the 95%
confidence level.

Table 1: Statistics for the population in the final generation of runs. Significant difference between the control experiment
and the experiment using lineage selection is denoted with a ‘*’ next to the lineage selection mean.
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Figure 2: Measures versus generation are shown for each problem and experiment type (control and lineage). Note that the
same key from the top-left graph is used for all graphs.
lineage selection. In the control experiment, both measures
of edit distance diversity decreased early in the runs and remained low. Initial increases in entropy for the control experiments were followed by either decreases or stagnation.
This signifies the inability to improve either the spread of
fitness values or the uniformity of their distribution. On the
other hand, lineage selection had significantly higher levels

of both edit distance diversity. Also, after an initial period
of greater decrease of entropy, lineage selection increased
entropy longer and to higher values. Fig. 2 also shows that
lineage selection produced significantly smaller individuals.
Fig. 3 shows that under lineage selection, the distance
between successive best fit individuals in the population is
also higher. Note that the weighted edit distance measure
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Figure 4: The generation in the Ant problem where the best
fitness of the run was found, plotted against the best fitness
of the run. Single standard deviation bars are plotted for
both means in all directions.
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Figure 3: The edit distance between best fit individuals of
successive generations.
is not normalised by individual size. Because lineage selection produced smaller individuals, we divided this measure by their average size to produce a graph similar to the
non-weighted measure, but where all the lineage selection
experiments remained significantly higher.
The Ant problem was the only one to benefit in terms
of fitness improvement from lineage selection. While the
fitness for Parity and Binomial-3 was statistically worse, a
high level of fitness was achieved by lineage selection in
very diverse populations. This behaviour is reflected in the
phenotypic entropy. When an early increase of entropy is
followed by stagnation or monotonic decrease, the experiment tended to have better fitness. The early difference
in entropy values between the control and lineage selection
experiments appears to be somewhat correlated to fitness
improvement [3].
Fig. 4 shows the last generation where fitness improved
plotted against the best fitness of the run for the Ant problem. Under lineage selection, the Ant problem finds better fitness on average 20 generations later than the control
experiment. This is a good indicator that premature convergence is being avoided. The Parity problem had a similar change using lineage selection, where the best fitness
was found between 10 and 15 generations later but with

4 Discussion
Lineage selection changes the evolutionary dynamics of diversity according to edit distance and phenotypic entropy.
The measures of diversity, when increased, are expected to
decrease the chance that genetic programming will become
stuck in local optima. However, only on the Ant problem
did fitness improve. Lineage selection increases diversity by
reducing the effects of selection and recombination which
lead to the quick loss of diversity. Why does the Ant problem benefit from reduced selection pressure and added diversity, and why does improving diversity and reducing selection negatively affect fitness on the Binomial-3 and Parity problems? We now look at the metaphor of genetic programming performing a type of hill-climbing search to help
understand the results.
4.1 Genetic Programming as a Hill-Climber
In standard genetic programming algorithms, the convergence of the population to similar programs leads recombination to perform like blind random search. It is this behaviour that leads us to characterise the search as a type
of hill-climber. Thus, we may think of the beginning of a
genetic programming run as a short, parallel search period
until convergence occurs. At that point, recombination coupled with selection pressure (or elitism) and a converged
population behaves like a hill-climber on a single program.
If we consider this as a metaphor for standard genetic programming search, then what changes to the algorithm might
weaken or strengthen performance?

Langdon and Poli [15] described the Ant problem to be
highly deceptive for genetic programming. This is because
of numerous solutions with a lot of symmetry, and also because there is no ‘guiding’ force to encourage the ant to
travel any particular path. They also showed that the Ant
problem is solved better using genetic programming than
similar simulated annealing and hill-climbing techniques
(page 158 [15]). Only population based, mutation-only
search performed considerably better, as did a variant of
strict hill-climbing which allowed smaller and larger trees
than likely chosen by crossover. As population search only
uses mutation, it should maintain a high amount of diversity
and be similar to performing several hill-climbing searches
in parallel. This search method should deal with deception better and not get stuck in local optima as frequently,
which explains better performance. Adding components to
the fitness function that encouraged similar types of solutions made the problem easier for genetic programming.
Lineage selection also adds a similar component of parallel search to the Ant problem. High edit distance diversity is maintained and selection pressure is reduced, creating a parallel hill-climbing effect that escapes local-optima
better. When an individual becomes stuck in local optima
because of deception, a diverse population is likely to contain another individual which is significantly different and
allows the run to continue. Lineage selection increases or
maintains higher entropy longer with more fitness values
or more uniform distributions. In the control experiments,
entropy quickly rises and then declines, suggesting a short
period of exploration and a higher likelihood of being stuck
in local optima. Also, note that in Fig. 3 the weighted edit
distance between best of generation individuals is considerably higher with lineage selection between generations 1030, the same generations where the entropy values between
experiments diverge. The difference between the best individuals in this phase is found closer to the root with lineage
selection. A more explorative search phase appears to be
taking place using lineage selection.
Reducing deception by restricting solutions to be similar
([15]) would have the opposite effect when the hill-climbing
behaviour is also reduced, as seen next in the Parity problem.
4.3 Parity
O’Reilly and Oppacher studied the 6 and 11 Multiplexer problems with genetic programming and similar hillclimbing type methods [24, 23]. The Parity and Multiplexer
problems have similar functions, terminals and objectives,
though they are not identical. Hill-climbing techniques appeared superior in this type of problem. Could genetic programming improve performance by becoming more of a

hill-climber? We first look at a modification to genetic programming that claims superior performance on the Even5-parity problem. De Jong et al [5] used a multi-objective
method that keeps only non-dominated individuals according to an individual’s fitness, size and diversity. Diversity
is based on an edit distance between trees. Small populations are used which keep all non-dominated individuals.
The authors note that diversity is required to prevent convergence resulting in run failure with their “uncommon degree of greediness or elitism”. Hill-climbing appears to perform well on this problem as does a multi-objective method
which simulates hill-climbing.
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Figure 5: The best fitness found in each Parity problem run,
plotted against the average size of an individual in that generation.
Lineage selection on this problem decreases selection
pressure and prevents the loss of diversity and convergence.
Lineage selection appears to remove the attributes of genetic
programming which allow it to behave like a “hill-climber”.
Additionally, the size of individuals is significantly reduced
under lineage selection, as seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5. The latter graph shows the best fitness of each run plotted against
the average size of an individual in that generation. Only
in the Parity problem was there such a distinctive increase
in size associated with an improvement in fitness. We hypothesise that an additional factor is responsible for poorer
fitness under lineage selection. By using code-growth reducing methods, Luke and Panait showed that reducing the
size of solutions in Parity and Multiplexer problems (in both
size restricted and unrestricted spaces) had the effect of also
worsening fitness when compared with standard runs [18].
In both problems, the solving of all the fitness cases requires
the use of all the terminal values. For example, in the Parity domain, the absence of one of the boolean variable from
a program would result in only half of the test cases from
being potentially solved. There is a benefit to programs
which contain several copies of each terminal to increase
the chance that they are used properly.

Adding additional elitism or more computation time
with lineage selection should improve the fitness results.
Also, for problems where it is known that solutions will
need particular terminals or functions, it would make sense
to encourage their inclusion.

beneficial. Diversity methods may not be justified in their
own right, but as a partner in a more elitist strategy or as a
supplier of programs to a local search method.

4.4 Binomial-3

Lineage selection is used to increase diversity by reducing
the selection pressure from the most fit to the fit and diverse. This has caused performance variance across three
problem domains. We analysed these results in the light of
previous research to conclude that, if genetic programming
is viewed as performing a type of hill-climbing search, then
adding diversity can worsen fitness on some problems that
clearly benefit from elitism in a hill-climbing environment.
However, when deception is embedded into the problem,
improving diversity may help avoid local optima (as in the
Ant problem), or it may compound the deception by maintaining its presence (as in the Binomial-3 problem).
Our future work is investigating methods which allow
the appropriate type and amount of diversity to be an emergent property of the system. Detecting deception, contextual shifts and the changing distribution of population content and behaviours are promising areas of future research.

Daida et al [4] provide a thorough investigation of why increasing the ephemeral constant range makes the Binomial3 problem ‘harder’. They draw attention to the inter-play
between content and context of functions and terminals in
the representation. Many different solutions exist to the
Binomial-3 problem and combining parts of different solutions does not always make sense. A level of deception
exists similar to the Ant problem, due to the many different
solutions. But, in the Ant problem the functions and terminals preserve semantic meaning in different contexts. Moving constants and arithmetic functions between programs in
regression problems does not ensure their meaning in new
contexts. A DAG representation of genetic programming
was used on a regression problem [21] where the author introduced a diversity method that was also highly elitist. Performance showed that best fitness was achieved much faster
with smaller population sizes using the elitist diversity measure.
Regression problems appear to pose a two-fold problem, finding a good approximation to fit the data points
and attempting to reduce semantic changes of nodes during
crossover. In this case, increasing genetic diversity could
increase the chance that crossover will have problems with
nodes changing context. A converged population might
contain fewer nodes but with similar contexts and ease the
search. However, too little or too much selection or diversity would cause problems as well, making this a complex
problem domain.
4.5 Remarks
Is increasing diversity beneficial to genetic programming?
We have seen that increasing the genetic differences in populations allows for more global search and local optima
avoidance. We have also seen that it may negatively reduce
individual size and prevent the removal of nodes that otherwise might reduce deception. Increasing genetic diversity
adds longer periods of entropy increase, which is desirable
if the objective is a uniform spread of solutions instead of
a single solution. However, the slower increase of entropy,
the higher genetic diversity and the survival of more dissimilar solutions appears to decrease the hill-climbing behaviour that previous research has shown to be effective in
solving these problems. Future methods used to increase diversity to improve fitness should clearly state the motivation
for such an increase and why that type of diversity would be

5 Conclusions
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